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Abstract

This paper reports an analysis of tonal properties of Thai using a method based on functional data analysis (FDA) on a large collection of TIMIT-like corpus. Both density estimation pooled across time normalized syllable-wise F0 contours and Functional Principle Component Analysis (FPCA) were applied. The results suggest that the simple two dimensional representation of tones: pitch target height and contour slope, is not able to capture context dependent variations of tonal contour within and across tone categories. In addition, the shape and timing of pitch target are also crucial both in differentiating tonal categories and explaining variations associated with syllable structure. The third and fourth dimension of the functional basis have been shown to be able to represent these higher-order properties. Thus FPCA can provide a very simple yet interpretable low dimension representation for the tonal property of Thai. These findings are also potentially helpful for understanding tone distribution properties and tonal coarticulation more generally.

Index Terms: Thai tone, Functional Principle Component Analysis, tone space

1. Introduction

Thai has traditionally been analyzed as having a five-tone system, namely the three static tones: high, mid and low, as well as two dynamic ones: rising and falling[1]. Interestingly, contour shapes of Thai tones appear to vary depending on its position within a phrase [2, 3]. It has been reported that full contours are only realized at phrase final positions or in syllables articulated in isolation. The so-called static tones, on the other hand, in fact also bear somewhat dynamic contour shape [4, 5]. High tone is reported to be realized with a concave contour, while low and mid tones bear a falling contour. The distribution of tone categories is also restricted by syllable structure [1, 6, 2, 7]. Five-way tonal contrast is only present in open syllables1 or syllables with a long vowel that are closed by a sonorant. Possible number of tonal contrasts is reduced in tones of syllables closed by an obstruent, where no rising or mid tone is allowed regardless of syllable nuclei, and only the syllables with a long vowel can have a falling tone.

Numerous studies [6, 8, 9, 2, 7, 10, 11, 12] have been conducted to understand tonal representations and the distributional properties of Thai tones. Proposals generally attempt to represent each tonal category as unified contour unit[12, 13] or as combinations of H-L autosegment sequence[6, 10], based on both empirical data and theoretical reasoning. However, most of studies are either constrained by the sample size or data generation process, where variability in tone production is highly limited, or both. Recent work has also seen some success in computationally modeling Thai tones through underly-

1 Open syllables with a short vowel are generally not included in the discussion, since they are not allowed to occur independently.
such as speaker idiosyncrasy and random noise are explicitly modeled.

It can be seen from Figure 1 that the basis functions have the shapes similar to the first four degree orthogonal polynomials, which have been proposed to effectively model F0 variation [21]. Thus the coefficients attached to each PC dimension for a given F0 contour example can get linguistically meaningful interpretations. Specifically, the first two PCs correspond to F0 height and contour slope, and the third and fourth PCs can get interpretation in terms of the curvature structure and peak location of the pitch contour.

Coefficients attached to basis functions (PC scores) for each example were estimated by projecting the original F0 contours onto the new space spanned by first five PCs via equation 2:

$$\hat{\theta} = (X^t X)^{-1} X^t y$$

(2)

where $X$ is $n \times d$ matrix of basis functions, represented as the eigenvectors of covariance matrix of F0 contours. $n$ is the number of F0 observations in the F0 contour, and $d$ the first $d$ PCs being used. $y$ is the original $n$ dimension F0 contour, and $\hat{\theta}$ is $d \times 1$ estimated coefficient vector.

Equation 2 can be easily generalized to extract coefficient vectors for syllable sequence after syllable-wise time normalization by manipulating the structure of $X$ matrix in the same manner as constructing System Ordinary Least Squares (SOLS) estimators in a Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) fashion [22]. Define the $kn \times kd$ block-diagonal parameter matrix $X$, where $k$ is the number of segments to be analyzed, with the following structure:

$$X = \begin{pmatrix} B_1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & B_2 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & 0 & \cdots & B_k \end{pmatrix}$$

(3)

where $B_i, i = 1, \ldots, k$ are the matrices of basis functions associated with the $i^{th}$ syllable. Figure 2 is an example of re-synthesized two-tone (low-falling tone) sequence using equations (2) and (3). The reconstructed F0 contour is highly similar to the original. Therefore the basis functions generated from single syllables can be conveniently used to investigate more complicated phenomena such as tone coarticulation.

3. Results

3.1. Fully realized tone contours

Since Thai tone contours are only fully realized at phrase final positions [2], we first show the density estimation for F0 contours when they are expected to fully realize.

3.1.1. Contour density estimates

Figure 3 shows the density plots for five tone categories at phrase final position. Higher density region in these plots indicate smaller F0 variation across individual observations. Thus the high density regions in each plot can be interpreted as the common F0 targets across speakers and tokens. With this interpretation, two F0 targets can be identified for high and falling tone: one that occurs earlier in the contour and another that occurs late. Both targets for high tone are bar-shaped, suggesting the target is consistently achieved through tone articulation. A single unit of contour shape can thus better model this target property. On the other hand, the second F0 target in falling tone approximates a high density point, hence the falling tone can be decomposed into an early target of slightly convex contour shape and a late low target as single point.

The other three tone categories, however, only show single targets which are better modeled as high density points. Mid and low tone not only show similar F0 range distribution across time, but also have similar F0 target points at the end of the contour. Therefore it can be expected that these two categories are likely to be confused by listener. Rising tone shows a clear low F0 target point in the middle of the contour, while more variability is expected in the initial falling and later rising, although both the rise and fall are clearly seen in the density plot.
3.1.2. Functional data analysis

PC coefficients were extracted and plotted in Figure 4. Each subplot shows the distribution of coefficients attached to five tones corresponding to one of the first 4 PCs. In the first PC dimension, little variation is found among mid, low and rising tone, while high and falling tone have smaller values. This pattern suggests that mid, low and rising tone do not differ in their F0 height, which are lower than that for high and falling tone. In the second dimension, high tone has slightly negative coefficients, indicating slight rising contour. Both mid and low tone have positive coefficients at roughly same magnitude, indicating they share a similar monotonic falling contour, although greater variability is seen in the low tone. The slope estimates for rising and falling tone, however, may be compromised with their presence of more complicated contour structure. Nevertheless, both of them still maintain a general falling trend.

The greatest distinction between rising and falling tone is found in the third PC dimension, where negative coefficients are attached to the rising tone, while falling tone generally has positive coefficients. This dimension can be interpreted as distinguishing between second degree contour structures, that is, whether the contour shape is concave or convex. High tone also shows slight negative coefficients in this dimension, confirming the observation that it has some concave contour structure. On the other hand, coefficients of mid and low tone are centered around 0, indicating lack of second degree polynomial structure. The fourth dimension can be interpreted as distinguishing peak location [5]. Here, both rising and falling tone have large variation in the distribution of coefficients, which can be explained by the interaction between F0 contour and syllable structure that will be elaborated in the following section.

3.2. Tone contour shapes conditioned on syllable structure

Two of the interesting distributional properties of Thai tone are the lack of rising tone in syllables closed by an obstruent, and the prohibition of falling tone in syllables with short vowels and closed by an obstruent[2]. Here we examine these properties with the methodology outlined above.
question could just be that the rising contour is only realized after the low F0 target, which happened to be at the end of vowel articulation. That is, the rising contour is only born on the sonorant coda in general.

3.2.2. The falling tone

We combine syllables closed by sonorant and obstruent as a single category for the falling tone, due to the imbalanced token distribution of the two syllable structures. Thus open (CVV) and closed (CVVC) syllables with long vowels are considered. Figure 7 shows the density plots for the two syllable structures. The plots were produced without controlling for position in phrase.

![Density plots for rising tone](image1)

Figure 7: Density plots of the falling tone in two syllable structures: CVV and CVVC. The red dotted line indicates median F0. Horizontal axis represents normalized time (30 time points per syllable) in sample units, and vertical axis is F0 in semitone. The sample size for CVV syllable is around 6,600, and for CVVC syllables is around 8,000.

Similar to the case in rising tone, falling tone in CVVC syllables shows earlier F0 target realization, and more variable, though not always falling, contour shape after the target. Unlike rising tone where a rising trend is more apparent in closed syllables, falling tone in general doesn’t show a realized falling contour regardless of syllable structure, which is consistent with previous consensus.

The time difference between target realization in two syllable structures also largely corresponds to the boundary between the vowel and consonant coda, where on average the coda takes 26.3% of the total duration ($SD = 7.84\%$).
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Figure 8: Distribution of PC coefficients in the third and fourth dimension for falling tone in CVV and CVVC syllables.

Distributions of PC coefficients in the third and fourth PC dimensions, as shown in Figure 8, also suggest a similar relation between closed and open syllables as observed in rising tone. Small positive coefficients in dimension 3 in CVVC syllables indicate slight convex-shaped contour. However, CVV syllables do not seem to clearly bear such contour structure. Coefficient distribution in the fourth dimension suggests that F0 peak is reached earlier in CVVC syllables. Greater variation is also present in both dimensions for CVVC syllables.

The distribution of PC coefficients in the third and fourth dimensions agrees with the observation from density plots. The trends of F0 distribution reported above, for both tones, seem to suggest that coda consonants have the effect of enforcing an earlier F0 target realization. For falling tone specifically, this means the entire contour unit is realized earlier in closed syllables compared to the open ones. In addition, since the second F0 target is often omitted, the shape of the first contour target may also be slightly different across the two types of syllables, as seen from the stronger curvature in CVVC syllables.

4. Discussion

This paper reports a reanalysis of Thai tone space using density estimation and FPCA using a TIMIT-like corpus of spoken Thai. Density estimation offered a robust and more intuitive way to visualize the distribution of F0 estimates throughout the segmental unit of interest. This method could offer detailed information about the distributional properties of F0 values throughout the entire F0 contour. High density estimates can also be conveniently related to the common F0 targets shared across examples in the dataset. PC dimensions found through FPCA can serve as a simple yet interpretable parameterization of the tonal properties observed from density plots. We demonstrated how such simple techniques can be used to address theoretically driven linguistic questions.

Two types of F0 target were identified through F0 density estimation from our Thai corpus: the target with particular contour shapes and the one as a particular F0 value in speaker’s tone space. Thus a robust theory on the tonal representation of Thai is desirable to reflect the dynamics of tonal target reported here, which has not been incorporated in previous theories on Thai tone representation [2]. Density estimates have also identified the correspondence between F0 target and vowel-coda boundary in both rising and falling tone, which points to a better grounded explanation for the distribution restriction. The observations made from density plots are confirmed quantitatively via the distribution of PC scores.

5. Conclusions

It has been shown in this paper that density estimation can offer a more intuitive perspective on properties of lexical tones in a tonal language. FDA methods, such as FPCA, can effectively capture the variations in tone distribution and offer a quantitative yet interpretable representation of the tonal property of interest.
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